
Application for the Master of Arts Linguistics (University of 
Leipzig)

Application for the

Surname, First name

Address 

Email

B.A. program University

Topic of the B.A. thesis

Expected termination of the B.A. program

Previous experience in Linguistics (documented as successfully attended courses/modules)

Modules/courses in Phonology/Phonetics (including credit points (CP))

Modules/courses in Morphology (incl. CP)



Modules/courses in Syntax (incl. CP)

Modules/courses in Semantics (incl. CP)

Modules/courses in Computational/Mathematical Linguistics (incl. CP) 

 Modules/courses in Language typology (incl. CP)

Knowledge of Non-Indoeuropean languages (language courses/fieldmethods courses)

very good good low none

Knowledge of Logic/formal languages

Knowledge of Statistics



Which topics of the M. A. program are you especially interested in?

Syntax
Morphology
Phonology
Semantics
Language typology
Computational/Mathematical Linguistics
Experimental Linguistics

Which linguistic phenomena do you find especially interesting?

Which linguistic theories do you know (a little bit/ well/ very well)?

Please submit 
- a letter of motivation, 
- your Transcript of Records/Diploma Supplement, 
- a copy of your B.A. degree and 
- copies of the relevant language certificates (English B2, other language B1).

You must provide evidence of English language skills at the B2 level and knowledge of another 
foreign language at the B1 level.

English Level:

Other non-native language

Level:
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